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Abstract 

This paper is the first part of a three series paper that provides a comprehensive review of 
the existing models of land development process. In each of the papers the characteristics 
of these models are presented and evaluated critically in relation to their clarity, 
applicability and theoretical underpinnings. This will bring together from various 
sources the principal approaches in the analysis of development activity and also 
provides a platform to discuss the key components and the implication of the process. 

Most importantly the review provides some guidelines for the rejection and adoption of a 
particular methodology as a basis for undertaking research. In this first paper, it is suggested that 
the equilibrium models, which are based on the neo-classical parameters of demand and supply, 
in terms of undertaking research are set-up at a level of abstraction. The problem is that it is 
difficult to substantiate precisely between the actual investigate events and the affecting 
structural forces. On the other hand, although the event-sequence models focus on the potential 
blockages to develop activity, they lack the specification of actors and interests, and so provide 
little help in explaining why a development process takes the form that it does in a particular 
case. 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in understanding the land and property development process. As 
a result, numerous conceptual models of the land development process have been produced. However, much of 
the academic literature provides a difficult entry point for those seeking initial access into the study of the 
development process because the models are typically technical in content and too specialised in focus. 

This paper reviews the various models of the development process. The characteristics of these models are 
presented and are also evaluated critically in relation to their clarity, applicability and theoretical underpinnings. 
Such a review has the advantage of not only bringing together from various sources the principal approaches in 
the analysis of development activity but also provides a platform to discuss the key components and the 
duplications of the process. Most importantly, the approach provides some guidelines for the rejection and 
adoption of a particular methodology as a basis for undertaking research. 

The research models which were devised to suit a variety of contexts are based on different conceptual 
frameworks and different theoretical underpinnings. They are the products of work conducted within certain 
philosophical boundaries (such as empiricism, positivism, humanism and structuralism) and are derived from 
different theoretical frameworks of neo-classical economics, urban-political economy and institutional analysis. 
These have had an influence on the models constructed in terms of the method of reasoning and the argument as 
•A ell as in the number of different forms the models take. The models range from flow diagrams, through to 
sequences of events and sets of relationships between the agents involved, to overall frameworks or structures 
•AJthin which land development occurs. In this sense, as Gore and Nicholson (1991,705) note, ' such models are 
essentially different ways of representing the same thing: there is no question that one may be considered to be 
correct, and all the others wrong '. It is important to understand the concepts employed in each philosophical 
perspective. Hence, a brief discussion of the related philosophies follows. 

2.0 PHILOSOPHIES OF SOCIAL SCIENCE 
According to Johnston (1983), a researcher of a particular academic discipline undertakes research within a 
framework provided by a philosophy of that discipline. Such a philosophy may be explicitly stated by the 
researcher and used to establish certain guidelines before commencing work or it may be implied where there are 
guidelines but these are not fully recognised. 




































